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Intro, Number Representation
Prefix: 0b: binary, 0: octal, 0x: hex
Two’s complement: flip and plus 1 and add a negative sign in front :)

8-bit integer:
● Unsigned: [0, 255]
● Biased: [-127, 128]
● Two’s complement: [-128, 127]
● Sign & Magnitude: [-127, 127]

C Intro

C Arrays, Pointers, Strings
●
●
●

Address = memory location
Value = value stored in that memory location
Pointer = a variable that contains the address of a variable

How to create a pointer:
● & operator: get address of a variable
How do I get a value pointed to?
● * “dereference operator”: get value pointed to

An array variable is a “pointer” to the first element.
Pitfall: An array in C does not know its own length, & bounds not checked!

C Memory Management, Usage

●
●

malloc(): doesn’t initialize the allocated memory (garbage).
calloc(): initializes the allocated memory (all 0).

If defined inside of a function: on the stack.

Floating Point
https://www.h-schmidt.net/FloatConverter/IEEE754.html

Significand:
● To pack more bits, leading 1 implicit for normalized numbers
● 1 + 23 bits single, 1 + 52 bits double
● always true: 0 < Significand < 1 (for normalized numbers)

Floating Point add is not associative! (FP result approximates real result!)

Convert from decimal to floating point:
1. Write decimal in binary
2. Shift the decimal point - MAKE SURE to shift such that significand be 1.xxxx if normalized! (keep the digits
after that 1. be new significands)
3. Calculate the new exponent (new exp - 127 = exp)
4. Convert to IEEE 754
Bias = -(2^(n-1)-1)
Convert from hex to decimal:
● MAKE SURE to add 1 to the significands if normalized! And then do the shift according to the exp (exp - bias)

RISC-V Intro, `lw`, `sw`, Decisions
Big Endian: BYTE0 BYTE1 BYTE2 BYTE3
Little Endian: BYTE3 BYTE2 BYTE1 BYTE0

lbu(unsigned byte): loads which zero extends to fill register.

RISC-V Decisions, Procedures

●
●
●

j Loop ← loop uses j
jr ra ← end uses jr
jal baz ← function call uses jal

●
●

CalleR: the calling function - temporary
CalleE: the function being called - saved

RISC-V Instruction Formats
● r1 = Source Register #1
● r2 = Source Register #2
● rd = Destination Register
RISCV instructions are each 1 word = 4 bytes = 32 bits

Compiler, Assembler, Linker, Loader (CALL)

●
●
●

Step 1: Take text segment from each .o file and put them together
Step 2: Take data segment from each .o file, put them together, and concatenate this onto end of text
segments
Step 3: Resolve references

Sequential Digital Logic
MOS: Metal-Oxide on Semiconductor
C for complementary: normally-open and normally-closed switches
- MOS transistors act as voltage-controlled switches
Clocks control pulse of our circuits
Two types of circuits:
- Stateless Combinational Logic (&,|,~)
- State circuits (e.g., registers)
D = “data”, Q = “output”
Flip-flop name because the output flips and flops between and 0,1

Combinational Digital Logic

●
●

AND = *
OR = +

-

Truth table ←→ Boolean expression
Boolean expression ← → Gate diagram
Gate diagram → Truth table

Multiplexer: combining multiple inputs into a single data stream

●
●

ab is equivalent to a & b (“a and b”)
a + b is equivalent to a || b (“a or b”)

RISC-V Datapath, Single-Cycle Control Intro
●
●

●
●
●

Stage 1: Instruction Fetch (IF)
○ Send address to the instruction memory (IMEM), and read IMEM at that address
Stage 2: Instruction Decode (ID)
○ Generate control signals from the instruction bits, generate the immediate, and read registers from the
RegFile.
Stage 3: Execute (EX) - ALU (Arithmetic-Logic Unit)
○ Perform ALU operations, and do branch comparison.
Stage 4: Memory Access (MEM)
○ Read from or write to the data memory (DMEM).
Stage 5: Write Back to Register (WB)
○ Write back either PC + 4, the result of the ALU operation, or data from memory to the RegFile.

RISC-V Single-Cycle Control

bge is similar to blt, but BrLT = 0
mv = addi, similar to add, but BSel = Imm
sh = aw

RISC-V 5-Stage Pipeline/Hazards

CS61C SU21 Midterm Review
1 hex = 4 bits
1 byte = 8 bits
1 char = 1 byte = 8 bits

1/s = 1 Hz
1 MHz = 1000 ns(p)
1 MHz = 1 x 10^6 Hz
1 ns = 1 x 10^-9 s
1 ps = 1 x 10^-12 s

CP = clk-t-q + longet CL delay + setup time
maximum clock frequency = longest path between two registers (+ clk-t-q + setup)
maximum possible hold time (in ns) = the shortest path between 2 registers
T_hold <= t_shortest-path + t_clk-to-q
- Maximum Clock Frequency / Critical Path: consider clk-t-q + setup
- T_hold: only clk-t-q (no setup)

Caches I

●
●

Cache is a copy of a subset of main memory
Caches work on the principles of temporal and spatial locality.
○ Temporal locality (locality in time): If we use it now, chances are we’ll want to use it again soon. →
Keep most recently accessed data items closer to the processor.
○ Spatial locality (locality in space): If we use a piece of memory, chances are we’ll use the
neighboring pieces soon. → Move blocks consisting of contiguous words closer to the processor
Direct-Mapped Cache
● In a direct-mapped cache, each memory address is associated with one possible block within the cache

Caches II

Cache Terms
Valid bit: determines whether anything is stored in that row (when computer initially powered up, all entries invalid)
● 0 → cache miss, even if by chance, address = tag
● 1 → cache hit, if processor address = tag
Block Size Tradeoff
Benefits of Larger Block Size
● Spatial Locality: if we access a given word, we’re likely to access other nearby words soon
● Very applicable with Stored-Program Concept
● Works well for sequential array accesses
Drawbacks of Larger Block Size
● Larger block size means larger miss penalty
○ on a miss, takes longer time to load a new block from next level
● If block size is too big relative to cache size, then there are too few blocks
○ Result: miss rate goes up

1. Compulsory: First time you ask the cache for a certain block. A miss that must occur when you first bring in
a block. Reduce compulsory misses by having longer cache lines (bigger blocks), which bring in the
surrounding addresses along with our requested data. Can also pre-fetch blocks beforehand using a
hardware prefetcher (a special circuit that tries to guess the next few blocks that you will want).
2. Conflict: Occurs if, hypothetically, you went through the ENTIRE string of accesses with a fully associative
cache (with an LRU replacement policy) and wouldn’t have missed for that specific access. Increasing the
associativity or improving the replacement policy would remove the miss.
● Avoidable in fully associative - due to distinct memory addresses map to the same cache location
3. Capacity: Capacity misses are independent of the associativity of your cache. If you hypothetically ran the
ENTIRE string of memory accesses with a fully associative cache (with an LRU replacement policy) of the
same size as your cache, and it was a miss for that specific access, then this miss is a capacity miss. The
only way to remove the miss is to increase the cache capacity
● Not avoidable in fully associative - due to limited size

Caches III
Fully Associative Cache
● no “rows”: any block can go anywhere in the cache
● must compare with all tags in entire cache to see if data is there
● compare tags in parallel
Benefit of Fully Assoc Cache:
● No Conflict Misses (since data can go anywhere)
Drawbacks of Fully Assoc Cache:
● Need hardware comparator for every single entry: if we have a 64KB of data in cache with 4B entries, we
need 16K comparators: infeasible

N-Way Set Associative Cache
● Size of $ = # sets x N blocks/set x block size
Minimize: Average Memory Access Time = Hit Time + Miss Penalty x Miss Rate (unit = cycles)

Direct-Mapped Cache
● index completely specifies position which position a block can go in on a miss
N-Way Set Assoc
● index specifies a set, but block can occupy any position within the set on a miss
Fully Associative
● block can be written into any position

Minimize: Average Memory Access Time = Hit Time + Miss Penalty x Miss Rate

Typical Scale
L1
● size: tens of KB
● hit time: complete in one clock cycle
● miss rates: 1-5%
L2:
● size: hundreds of KB
● hit time: few clock cycles
● miss rates: 10-20%

●
●
●

Hit time: amount of time needed to access and load data byte/word
Miss rate: local miss rate
Miss Penalty: amount of time/number of cycles taken on a miss

Multi-level Caches: L1, L2, L3, Only cache misses from the predecessor level will go to the next level!
● Global miss rate: MR of a particular level in the scope of the entire $ system
○ ⇒ # misses at level / # overall accesses.
● Local miss rate: MR in the scope of $ level
○ ⇒ # misses at level / # accesses at level

Flynn's Taxonomy, Data-Level Parallelism
Single Instruction/Single Data Stream (SISD)
Single Instruction/Multiple Data Stream (SIMD)
Multiple Instruction/Multiple Data Stream (MIMD)
Multiple Instruction/Single Data Stream (MISD)

Thread-Level Parallelism: Perform multiple tasks simultaneously
Multiprocessor Execution Model
● Separate resources (not shared)
○ Datapath (PC, registers, ALU)
○ Highest level caches (e.g., 1st and 2nd)
● Shared resources
○ Memory (DRAM)
○ Often 3rd level cache (Often on same silicon chip, but not a requirement)

Two ways to use a multiprocessor:
● Job-level parallelism
○ Processors work on unrelated problems
○ No communication between programs
● Partition work of single task between several cores
○ E.g., each performs part of large matrix multiplication

product of all of the elements in an array:

Thread-Level Parallelism I
Thread = logical sequence of instructions, each with own execution state (PC and registers)

Thread-Level Parallelism II
OpenMP Summary Card

Deadlock: a system state in which no progress is possible

Q1 – How do they share data?
Q2 – How do they coordinate?
Q3 – How many processors can be supported?

1. Cache-incoherence: each hardware thread has its own cache, hence data modified in one thread may not
be immediately reflected in the other. This can often be solved by bypassing the cache and writing directly to
memory, i.e. using volatile keywords in many languages.
2. Read-modify-write: Read-modify-write is a very common pattern in programming. In the context of
multi-threading programming, the interleaving of R, M, W stages often produce a lot of issues.

Achieve Atomic Primitives:

1. Test-and-set: We have a lock stored at the address specified by a0. We utilize amoswap to put in 1 and get
the old value. If the old value was a 1, we would not have changed the value of the lock and we will realize
that someone currently has the lock. If the old value was a 0, we will have just ”locked” the lock and can
continue with the critical section. When we are done, we put a 0 back into the lock to ”unlock” it.

2. Compare-and-swap: CAS tries to first reserve the memory and gets the value stored and compares it to the
expected value. If the expected value and the value that was stored do not match, the entire process fails and
we must restart to update based on the new information. Otherwise, we register a reservation on the memory
and try to store the new value. If the exit code is nonzero, something went wrong with the store and we must
retry the entire LR/SC process. Otherwise with a zero exit code, we continue into the critical section, then
release the lock.

Cache Coherence
Solution: have a protocol that such that when any singular cache misses or writes, the other processors must be
informed via the interconnection network
● MI: modified/invalid tracker
● MSI: modified/shared/invalid tracker
● MESI: modified/exclusive/shared/invalid tracker
● MOESI: modified/owner/exclusive/shared/invalid tracker

Dependability: Parity, ECC, RAID
Error correction codes (ECCs) allow systems to tolerate some amount of error in incorrectly transmitted data
● Basic idea: add “parity” bits that are the XOR of a few known indices, act as checksums
● Hamming ECC: choice of parity bits that can detect 2-bit errors and correct 1-bit errors
○ r parity bits protects a message of at most 2r - r - 1 bits

Dependability via Redundancy: Time vs. Space
● Spatial Redundancy – replicated data or check information or hardware to handle hard and soft (transient)
failures
● Temporal Redundancy – redundancy in time (retry) to handle soft (transient) failures

MTTF, MTTR Units: hours

Hamming distance = difference in # of bits

●
●

Detection: bit pattern fails codeword check
Correction: map to nearest valid code word

Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE): (total building power) / (IT equipment power)
Availability = (mean time to failure) / (mean time to failure + mean time to repair)

Response time/latency: time between start/finish of a task (how long it takes the autograder to run your job)
Throughput/bandwidth: total amount of work in a given time (how many jobs the autograder can run during one
hour)

Operating Systems, Virtual Memory

Core of the OS:
● Provide isolation between running processes
○ Each program runs in its own little world
● Provide interaction with the outside world
○ Interact with "devices": Disk, display, network, etc... 11

Operating System Functions:
- Launching Applications
- Supervisor Mode (To help protect the OS from the application)
- Syscalls
- OS will perform the operation and return to user mode
- Interrupts, Exceptions
- Interrupt: Something external to the running program
- Exception: Something done by the running program
- ECALL: Trigger an exception to the higher privilege
- EBREAK: Trigger an exception within the current privilege

Virtual Memory

TLB = Cache for Page Table

Page: virtually equivalent to blocks in caching! (Data loaded from physical memory)
TLB = Cache for Page Table (a subset of the page table)

Each block in TLB contains same information as a PT entry - Valid bit, permissions, VPN, PPN
● TLB Hit ⇒ don’t check PT
● TLB Miss ⇒ check PT (and follow the same process)
1. get the virtual page number (VPN) from the virtual address (VA)
2. translate the VPN to a physical page number (PPN) using the translation lookaside buffer (TLB)
a. If the TLB doesn’t contain the desired VPN, we check if the page table contains it
i.
If not → Page Fault → need to fetch the physical page from disk and put it into memory,
update the page table entry, and load the entry into the TLB
●
●
●
●
●

Virtual Address (VA): address being used to index from the virtual address space
Physical Address (PA): address being used to index from the physical address space
Virtual Page Number (VPN): index of page in VM
Physical Page Number (PPN): index of page in PM
Offset: index of data byte/word in the page

●
●

Page Hit: the requested mapping for the virtual page is found in the page table and is valid!
Page Miss: the requested mapping isn't in the page table or is not valid but it's in main memory; on access,
we bring the new mapping to the page table.
Page Fault: the requested mapping isn't in the page table and also isn't in main memory and must be loaded
from the disk.

●

I/O
Polling: devices will tell us when they have data ready; user program is basically just a while loop
○ while (!ready) { do_nothing(); } read_data();
● Good if there’s lots of data (little time busy-waiting)
● Bad if data arrives infrequently
Interrupts: ask OS to notify us when device has data; OS will copy data into memory for us
● Good if data is sparse
● Bad if data comes too quickly (overhead for setting interrupt, switching to OS)

DMA: Incoming Data
1. Receive interrupt from device
2. CPU takes interrupt, initiates transfer
○ Instructs DMA engine/device to place data @ certain address
3. Device/DMA engine handle the transfer
○ CPU is free to execute other things
4. Upon completion, Device/DMA engine interrupt the CPU again
DMA: Outgoing Data
1. CPU decides to initiate transfer, confirms that external device is ready
2. CPU begins transfer
○ Instructs DMA engine/device that data is available @ certain address
3. Device/DMA engine handle the transfer
○ CPU is free to execute other things
4. Device/DMA engine interrupt the CPU again to signal completion

Conversion:

Clocks = cycles = clock cycles
Clock rate = clock cycles / s
polls/s (Hz) * cycles/poll = cycles/s
2 GHz clock rate: we can cycle 2*10^9 times per second
Poll at 100 Hz: do 100 polls / second
Time to poll: 200 cycles / poll

